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Abstract
The conditions of existence of a positive solution (i.e., a solution with positive coordinates on a considered
interval) of systems of retarded functional equations in the case of unbounded delay with 5nite memory
are discussed. A general criterion for nonlinear case is given as well as its application to a linear system.
Illustrative special cases are considered too. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The main aim of this paper is to give conditions for the existence of solutions with positive
coordinates for systems of retarded functional di&erential equations (RFDEs) with unbounded delay
and with 5nite memory. Before the formulation of the results of this paper let us give a short
survey of the known results. In [11], a criterion concerning the existence of positive solution for the
equation
x˙(t) + p(t)x(t − (t)) = 0 (1)
is given, where p; ∈C([t0;∞);R+), (t)6 t; limt→∞ (t − (t)) =∞ and R+ = [0;∞). A function
x is called a solution of Eq. (1) corresponding to an initial point t1¿ t0 (or with respect to t1) if x
is de5ned and is continuous on [T1;∞), T1 = inf t¿t1{t− (t)}, di&erentiable on [t1;∞), and satis5es
(1) for t¿ t1.
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Theorem A (Erbe et al. [11, p. 29]). Eq. (1) has a positive solution with respect to t1 if and only
if there exists a continuous function (t) on [T1;∞) such that (t)¿ 0 for t¿ t1 and
(t)¿p(t)e
∫ t
t−(t) (s) ds; t¿ t1:
This result was generalized for nonlinear systems of RFDEs in [6]. Some results in this direction
are formulated in [13] and in [1] as well. Positive solutions of Eq. (1) in the critical case were
studied e.g., in [5,7–11]. Unfortunately, results of [6] hold for systems with bounded retardation
only. In the present paper we investigate the problem of existence of positive solutions (i.e., problem
of existence of solutions having all its coordinates positive on considered intervals) for nonlinear
systems of RFDEs with unbounded delay but with 5nite memory in the sense given in [16]. Let us
recall this notion.
Denition 1 (Lakshmikamthan et al. [16, p. 8]). The function p∈C[R × [ − 1; 0];R] is called a
p-function if it has the following properties:
(i) p(t; 0) = t;
(ii) p(t;−1) is a nondecreasing function of t;
(iii) there exists a ¿−∞ such that p(t; #) is an increasing function for # for each t ∈ (;∞).
Remark 1. Let us note that conditions (i) and (iii) imply property (iv) (introduced as an additional
property in [16; p. 8]): t = p(t; 0)¿p(t;−1) for t ∈ (;∞). In the following; we will suppose that
t is suKciently large; i.e.; that (iii) holds on the considered intervals.
In the theory of RFDEs the symbol yt , which expresses “taking into account”, the history of the
process y(t) considered, is used. With the aid of p-functions the symbol yt is de5ned as follows:
Denition 2 (Lakshmikamthan et al. [16, p. 8]). Let t0 ∈R; A¿ 0 and y∈C([p(t0;−1); t0 + A);
Rn). For any t ∈ [t0; t0 + A); we de5ne yt by yt(#) = y(p(t; #)); −16#6 0 and write yt ∈C ≡
C[[− 1; 0];Rn].
In this paper we investigate the system
y˙(t) = f(t; yt); (2)
where f∈C[[t0t0 + A) × C;Rn]. This system is called the system of p-type retarded functional
di<erential equations (p-RFDEs). The function y∈C([p(t0;−1); t0 + A);Rn) ∩ C1([t0; t0 + A);Rn)
satisfying (2) on [t0; t0 + A) is called a solution of this system p-RFDEs on [[p(t0;−1); t0 + A).
Remark 2. System (2) with yt de5ned in accordance with De5nition 2 is called a system with
unbounded delay with =nite memory. Note that the frequently used symbol “yt” (e.g.; in accordance
with [14; p. 38]; yt(s) = y(t + s); where −6 s6 0; ¿ 0;  = const) for equation with bounded
delay is a partial case of the above de5nition of yt . Indeed; in this case we can put p(t; #) ≡
t + #.
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Suppose that  is an open subset of R × C and the function f∈C(;Rn). If (t0; )∈, then
there exists a solution y = y(t0; ) of the system p-RFDEs (2) through (t0; ) (see [16, p. 25]).
Moreover, this solution is unique if f(t; ) is locally Lipschitzian with respect to  [16, p. 30]
and is continuable in the usual sense of extended existence if f is quasibounded (see [16, p. 41]).
Suppose that the solution y = y(t0; ) of p-RFDEs (2) through (t0; )∈, de5ned on [t0; A], is
unique. Then the property of the continuous dependence holds too (see [16, p. 33]), i.e., for every
¿ 0, there exists a ()¿ 0 such that (s;  )∈, |s− t0|¡ and ‖ − ‖¡ imply
‖yt(s;  )− yt(t0; )‖¡; for all t ∈ [; A];
where y(s;  ) is the solution of the system p-RFDEs (2) through (s;  ), =max{s; t0} and ‖ · ‖ is
the supremum norm in Rn. Note that these results can be adapted easily for the case (which will
be used in the sequel) when  has the form  = [p∗;∞)× C where p∗ ∈R and the cross-section
{(t˜; ’)∈} is an open set for every t˜ ∈ [p∗;∞).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a general nonlinear case is considered and the
main result of the paper is presented together with its nonlinear applications. Applications to a linear
system and scalar linear equations are given in Section 3. Proofs of the results (and corresponding
auxiliary material) are collected in Section 4. The method used in the proof of the main result also
permits to conclude that positive solutions of nonlinear equations exist on half-in5nity interval. This
is an additional advantage of the results presented.
2. Nonlinear case
With Rn¿0 (Rn¿0) we denote the set of all component-wise nonnegative (positive) vectors v in Rn,
i.e., v=(v1; : : : ; vn)∈Rn¿0(Rn¿0) if and only if vi¿ 0 (vi ¿ 0) for i=1; : : : ; n. For u; v∈Rn we write
u6 v if v− u∈Rn¿0; uv if v− u∈Rn¿0 and u¡v if u6 v and u = v.
2.1. General nonlinear case
Let p∗, t∗ be constants satisfying p∗=p(t∗;−1) for a given p-function. Let us introduce vectors
; ∈C([p∗;∞);Rn)∩C1([t∗;∞);Rn) satisfying  on [p∗;∞). Let us suppose  ⊆ (t0;∞)×C
with t06 t∗ and let us put
!:={(t; y): t¿p∗; (t)y(t)}:
Theorem 1. Suppose f∈C(;Rn) is locally Lipschitzian with respect to the second argument,
quasibounded and, moreover:
(i) For any i=1; : : : ; p (with p∈{0; 1; : : : ; n}); t¿ t∗ and ∈C([p(t;−1); t];Rn) such that ( ; ( ))
∈! for all  ∈ [p(t;−1); t); (t; (t))∈ @! it follows (t; t)∈;
′i(t)¡fi(t; t) when i(t) = i(t) (3)
and
′i(t)¿fi(t; t) when i(t) = i(t): (4)
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(ii) For any i = p + 1; : : : ; n; t¿ t∗ and ∈C([p(t;−1); t];Rn) such that ( ; ( ))∈! for all
 ∈ [p(t;−1); t); (t; (t))∈ @! it follows (t; t)∈;
′i(t)¿fi(t; t) when i(t) = i(t) (5)
and
′i(t)¡fi(t; t) when i(t) = i(t): (6)
Then there exists an uncountable set Y of solutions of system (2) on the interval [p∗;∞) such
that for each y∈Y
(t)y(t)(t); t ∈ [p∗;∞): (7)
Remark 3. The number p in the formulation of Theorem 1 and in the following can also be equal
to 0 or n. In such cases the corresponding conditions (either (i) or (ii)) are omitted. Note that in
the case (t)¿ 0 we deal; as follows from (7); with positive solutions.
Denition 3. We say that the functional g∈C(;R) is strongly decreasing (strongly increasing)
with respect to the second argument on  if for each (t; ’)∈ and (t;  )∈ such that
’(p(t; #)) (p(t; #)); #∈ [− 1; 0);
the inequality
g(t; ’)¿g(t;  ) (or g(t; ’)¡g(t;  ))
holds.
Let k0 ' be constant vectors, 'i = −1 for i = 1; : : : ; p and 'i = 1 for i = p + 1; : : : ; n. Let
(t) = (1(t); : : : ; n(t)) denote a vector, having continuous entries on [p∗;∞). De5ne
T (k; )(t) ≡ k e'
∫ t
p∗ (s) ds = (k1 e
'1
∫ t
p∗ 1(s) ds; : : : ; kn e
'n
∫ t
p∗ n(s) ds):
Theorem 2 (Main result). Suppose =[t∗;∞)×C; f∈C(;Rn) is locally Lipschitzian with respect
to the second argument, quasibounded and; moreover:
(i) f(t; 0) ≡ 0 if t¿ t∗.
(ii) The functional fi is strongly decreasing if i=1; : : : ; p and strongly increasing if i=p+1; : : : ; n
with respect to the second argument on .
Then for the existence of a positive solution y = y(t) on [p∗;∞) of the system p-RFDEs (2) a
necessary and su@cient condition is that there exists a vector ∈C([p∗;∞);Rn); such that 0
on [t∗;∞); satisfying the system of integral inequalities
i(t)¿
'i
ki
e−'i
∫ t
p∗ i(s) dsfi(t; T (k; )t); i = 1; : : : ; n (8)
for t¿ t∗; with a positive constant vector k and with 'i=−1 for i=1; : : : ; p; 'i=1 for i=p+1; : : : ; n.
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2.2. Nonlinear applications
Consider a nonlinear integro-di&erential equation
y˙(t) = a
∫ t
0
L(s)y(t − s) ds+ by2(t); t¿ ˜¿ 0 (9)
with continuous function L : [0;∞)→ R+ = (0;∞), a∈{−1; 1}; b∈R and sign b=sign a. Note that
similar classes of equations are used for describing the dynamics of a single species of population
(see e.g. [12]). The following theorem (the proof of which is a consequence of the main result)
holds:
Theorem 3. For the existence of a positive solution y = y(t) on [0;∞) of Eq. (9) satisfying Eq.
(9) on the prescribed interval [˜;∞); the existence of the function ∈C([0;∞);R); positive on
[˜;∞) and satisfying here the integral inequality
(t)¿
∫ t
0
L(s)e−a
∫ t
t−s (u) du ds+ abk ea
∫ t
0 (s) ds (10)
with a positive constant k; is a necessary and su@cient condition.
Remark 4. As an addition to this theorem note that every positive solution y = y(t) of Eq. (9)
with a= 1 and with any b∈R; which is de5ned on interval [0; A]; remains positive on its maximal
interval of existence [0; B] ⊆ [0;∞) with B¿A (see the proof of Theorem 3).
Theorem 4. Consider the equation of type (9) with a=−1; i.e.; the equation
y˙(t) =−
∫ t
0
L(s)y(t − s) ds+ by2(t); t¿ ˜¿ 0; (11)
where b¡ 0 and suppose L(t)6 l e−1t ; t ∈ [0;∞) with positive constants l; 1 and with 1¿ 2√l.
Then there exists a positive solution y=y(t) of Eq. (11) on [0;∞); satisfying Eq. (11) on [˜;∞).
3. Linear case
The main result can be applied easily to various classes of linear delayed systems and can serve
as a source for various new criteria.
3.1. Linear delayed system
Let us consider the linear system
y˙ = A(t)y(t) + B(t)y((t)); (12)
where  : [t∗;∞) → [p∗;∞) is a continuous nondecreasing function and (t)¡t. In this case,
p(t; #)= t+# · (t− (t)) and p∗= (t∗). With respect to n×n matrices A(t)=(aij(t)), B(t)=(bij(t))
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we suppose their continuity on [t∗;∞) and, moreover, the validity of inequalities:
aij(t)6 0; bij(t)6 0 if i = 1; : : : ; p; j = 1; : : : ; n; t ∈ [t∗;∞); (13)
aij(t)¿ 0; bij(t)¿ 0 if i = p+ 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; n; t ∈ [t∗;∞); (14)
n∑
j=1
bij(t) =0 for every i = 1; : : : ; n and t ∈ [t∗;∞): (15)
Theorem 5. For the existence of a solution y=y(t) of system (12); positive on [p∗;∞); a necessary
and su@cient condition is that there exists a continuous vector ∈C([p∗;∞);Rn) such that (t)0
for t¿ t∗; satisfying the system of integral inequalities
i(t)¿ 'i(aii(t) + bii(t)e
−'i
∫ t
(t) i(s) ds)
+
'i
ki
n∑
j=1; j =i
kj e
∫ t
p∗ ('jj(s)−'ii(s)) ds(aij(t) + bij(t)e−'j
∫ t
(t) j(s) ds); i = 1; : : : ; n (16)
on [t∗;∞) with a positive constant vector k and with 'i=−1 for i=1; : : : ; p; 'i=1 for i=p+1; : : : ; n.
Remark 5. Let us remark that suKcient conditions for the existence of bounded solutions of systems
and equations of type (12) were given in [3;4].
3.2. Scalar linear applications
Let us consider the scalar linear equation with delay
y˙(t) =−
∫ t
(t)
K(t; s)y(s) ds; (17)
where K : [t∗;∞) × [p∗;∞) → R+ is a continuous function, and  : [t∗;∞) → [p∗;∞) is a nonde-
creasing function with (t)¡t.
Theorem 6. Eq. (17) has a positive solution y = y(t) on [p∗;∞) if and only if there exists a
function ∈C([p∗;∞);R); such that (t)¿ 0 for t¿ t∗ and
(t)¿
∫ t
(t)
K(t; s)e
∫ t
s (u) du ds (18)
on the interval [t∗;∞).
Inequality (18) can be used for 5nding suKcient conditions for the existence of a positive solution
of Eq. (17). Let us give two of them.
In the case when (t) ≡ p∗¡t∗ and K(t; s) ≡ c(t) for every t ∈ [t∗;∞), Eq. (17) takes the form
y˙(t) =−c(t)
∫ t
p∗
y(s) ds: (19)
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Theorem 7. For the existence of a solution of Eq. (19); positive on [p∗;∞); the inequality
c(t)6
2
e(t−p∗) − 1 ; t ∈ [t
∗;∞) (20)
with a positive constant  is a su@cient condition.
In the case when (t) ≡ t − l, l∈R+ and K(t; s) ≡ c(t) for every t ∈ [t∗;∞), Eq. (17) takes the
form
y˙(t) =−c(t)
∫ t
t−l
y(s) ds: (21)
Theorem 8. For the existence of a solution of Eq. (21); positive on [t∗ − l;∞); the inequality
c(t)6M; t ∈ [t∗;∞) (22)
is su@cient for M = 6(2− 6)=l2 = const with a constant 6 being the positive root of the equation
2− 6= 2e−6. (The approximate values are 6=˙1:5936 and M =˙0:6476=l2.)
4. Auxiliary material and proofs
4.1. Retract principle and Lyapunov-type principle
The proof of Theorem 1 is made with the aid of the retract principle. This principle, well known
and often used in the theory of ordinary di&erential equations (see e.g. [15]), goes back to Waz˙ewski
[19]. For RFDEs with bounded retardation, this principle was modi5ed e.g. in Rybakowski [18]. Here,
we use Rybakowski’s modi5ed result (Lemma 1 below) which concerns the existence of at least
one curve in a given family of curves, with graph lying in an open set. Then this lemma is applied
to systems of p-RFDEs (Lemma 3 below). Except this, the inverse principle is used (Lemmas 2
and 4). This principle has the origin in the theory of Lyapunov stability and for retarded functional
di&erential equations, it was developed by Razumikhin (e.g., [17]).
If a set A ⊂ R×Rn is given, then int A, SA and @A denote, as usual, the interior, the closure, and
the boundary of A, respectively.
Denition 4. Let 8 be a topological space; let a subset ˜ ⊂ R×8 be open in R×8; and let x be
a mapping; associating with every (; )∈ ˜ a function x(; ) :D; → Rn where D; is an interval
in R. Assume (1)–(3)
(1) ∈D;.
(2) If t ∈ intD;; then there is open neighbourhood O(; ) of (; ) in ˜ such that t ∈D′ ; ′ holds
for all (′; ′)∈O(; ).
(3) If (′; ′); (; )∈ ˜; and t′ ∈D′ ; ′ ; t ∈D;; then
lim
(′ ;′ ; t′)→(;; t)
x(′; ′)(t′) = x(; )(t):
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If all these conditions are satis5ed; then (8; ˜; x) is called a system of curves in Rn.
Studying the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [18, p. 119], we get the following formulation of it, suitable
for our applications.
Lemma 1 (Retract principle). Let (8; ˜; x) be a system of curves in Rn. Let !˜; W ; Z be sets.
Assume that conditions (1)–(4) below hold:
(1) (a) !˜ ⊂ [p∗;∞)×Rn where p∗ ∈R and the cross-section {(t˜; y)∈ !˜} is an open set for every
t˜ ∈ [p∗;∞); W ⊂ @!˜;
(b) z ⊂ !˜ ∪W; Z ∩W is a retract of W; but not a retract of Z .
(2) There is a continuous map q :B → 8; where B = SZ ∩ (Z ∪ W ); such that for any z =
(; y)∈B: (; q(z))∈ T˜; and if also z ∈W; then x(; q(z))() = y.
(3) Let A be the set of all z=(; y)∈Z∩!˜ such that for =xed (; y)∈A there is a t ¿; t ∈D;q(z)
and (t; x(; q(z))(t)) ∈ !˜.
Assume that for every z = (; y)∈A there is a t(z); t(z)¿; such that:
(a) t(z)∈D;q(z) and for all t; 6 t ¡ t(z): (t; x(; q(z))(t))∈ !˜;
(b) (t(z); x(; q(z))(t(z)))∈W;
(c) for any ¿ 0; there is a t = t(; z); t(z)¡t6 t(z) + ; such that t ∈D;q(z) and (t; x(; q(z))
(t)) ∈ S˜!.
(4) For any z=(; y)∈W ∩B; and all ¿ 0; there is a t= t(; z); ¡ t6 + such that t ∈D;q(z)
and (t; x(; q(z))(t)) ∈ !˜.
Then there is a z0 = (0; y0)∈Z ∩ !˜ such that for every t ∈D0 ;q(z0):
(t; x(0; q(z0))(t))∈ !˜:
Proof of the following lemma is obvious and is therefore omitted.
Lemma 2 (Lyapunov principle). Let (8; ˜; x) be a system of curves in Rn and !˜ be a set. Assume
that conditions (1)–(4) below hold:
(1) !˜ ⊂ [p∗;∞) × Rn where p∗ ∈R and the cross-section {(t˜; y)∈ !˜} is an open set for every
t˜ ∈ [p∗;∞).
(2) There is a continuous map q :B→ 8; where B= S˜!∩{(t∗; y); t∗ ∈R; t∗=const; t∗¿p∗; y∈Rn};
such that for any z = (t∗; y)∈B: (t∗; q(z))∈ ˜; and if also z ∈ @!˜; then x(t∗; q(z))(t∗) = y.
(3) For every z = (t∗; y)∈B ∩ !˜ with property (t; x(t∗; q(z))(t))∈ !˜ for all t within an inter-
val t∗¡t¡ t(z) and (t(z); x(t∗; q(z))(t(z)))∈ @!˜; t(z)∈Dt∗ ; q(z) there is a  such that t(z) +
∈Dt∗ ; q(z) and (t; x(t∗; q(z))(t))∈ !˜ for all t; t(z)¡t¡ t(z) + .
(4) For any z = (t∗; y)∈B ∩ @!˜; and all ¿ 0; there is a t = t(; z); ¡ t6  +  such that
t ∈Dt∗ ; q(z) and (t; x(t∗; q(z))(t))∈ !˜.
Then for every z0 = (t∗; y0)∈B ∩ !˜ and every t ∈Dt∗ ; q(z0):
(t; x(t∗; q(z0))(t))∈ S˜!: (23)
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4.2. Regular polyfacial set, retract, and Lyapunov methods for p-RFDEs
Let 8 = C. Let ˜ be open in R × C, f∈C(˜;Rn) and through each (; )∈ ˜ there exists a
unique solution y(; ) of (2) de5ned on maximal interval [; a), ¡a6∞. Let D;=[; a). Then
(8; ˜; y) is a system of curves in Rn in the sense of De5nition 4.
Let li; mj, i=1; : : : ; p, j=1; : : : ; s, p+ s¿ 0 be real-valued C1-functions de5ned on R×Rn. The
set
!˜= {(t; y)∈ [p∗;∞)× Rn; li(t; y)¡ 0; mj(t; y)¡ 0; for all i; j}
will be called a polyfacial set.
Denition 5. A polyfacial set !˜ is called regular with respect to Eq. (2) if (6); (>); (?) below hold:
(6) If (t; t)∈R× C and if (p(t; #); t(#))∈ !˜ for all #∈ [− 1; 0); then (t; t)∈ ˜.
(>) For all i= 1; : : : ; p; all (t; y)∈ @!˜ for which li(t; y) = 0 and for all t ∈C for which t(0) = y
and (p(t; #); t(#))∈ !˜ for all #∈ [− 1; 0); it follows that
Dli(t; y) ≡
n∑
r=1
@li
@yr
(t; y)fr(t; t) +
@li
@t
(t; y)¿ 0:
(?) For all j = 1; : : : ; s; all (t; y)∈ @!˜ which mj(t; y) = 0 and for all t ∈C which t(0) = y and
(p; (t; #); t(#))∈ !˜ for all #∈ [− 1; 0); it follows that
Dmj(t; y) ≡
n∑
r=1
@mj
@yr
(t; y)fr(t; t) +
@mj
@t
(t; y)¡ 0:
The following lemma concerning the existence of a solution of Eq. (2) with graph remaining in
the set !˜ on its maximal existence interval, will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 3 (Retract method). Let p¿ 0. Let !˜ be a nonempty polyfacial set; regular with respect to
Eq. (2); let the function f∈C(˜;Rn) be locally Lipschitzian with respect to the second argument;
and
W = {(t; y)∈ @!˜: mj(t; y)¡ 0; j = 1; : : : ; s}: (24)
Let Z be a subset of !˜∪W and let mapping q :B= SZ ∩ (Z ∪W )→ C be continuous and such that
if z = (; y)∈B; then (; q(z))∈ ˜; and:
(1) if z ∈Z ∩ !˜; then (p(; #); q(z)(p(; #)))∈ !˜ for #∈ [− 1; 0];
(2) if z ∈W ∩ B; then (; q(z)()) = z and (p(; #); q(z)(p(; #)))∈ !˜ for #∈ [− 1; 0).
Let; moreover; Z ∩ W be a retract of W; but not a retract of Z . Then there exists a z0 =
(0; y0)∈Z ∩ !˜ such that (t; y(0; q(z0))(t))∈ !˜ for every t ∈D0 ; q(z0).
Proof. We prove the lemma using Lemma 1. Conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 are obviously
satis5ed. Let us verify conditions (3) and (4).
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Veri5cation of condition (3): Let z = (; y)∈A, and let t(z) be the smallest of all t¿  such
that t ∈D;q(z) and (t; y(; q(z))(t)) ∈ !˜. Since (; y(; q(z))()) = (; q(z)(p(t; 0)))∈ !˜, it follows
that ¡ t(z)¡∞. Obviously, (t(z); y(; q(z))(t(z)))∈ @!˜ and moreover for 6 t ¡ t(z) it holds:
(t; y(; q(z))(t))∈ !˜, hence (3a) is satis5ed.
Let t ≡ yt(z)(; q(z)). Obviously t ∈C. Then (t(z)); t)∈ ˜, and (t(z); (t(z)))=(t(z); y(; q(z))
(t(z)))∈ @!˜, and
(p(t(z); #); (p(t(z); #)))∈ !˜; for #∈ [− 1; 0):
To prove condition (3b) suppose, on the contrary, that (t(z); (p(t(z); 0))) ∈ W . Since (t(z); 
(p(t(z); 0)))∈ @!˜ it follows mj0(t(z); (p(t(z); 0))) = 0 for some j0 ∈{1; : : : ; s}. Hence, inequality
(?) in De5nition 5 is satis5ed. Since y(; q(z))(t) is di&erentiable in t for t ¿, this inequality
becomes
Dmj0(t; y(; p(z))(t))|t=t(z) ¡ 0;
i.e., for some ¿ 0 and all 0¡h¡:
mj0(t(z)− h; y(; q(z))(t(z)− h))
¿mj0(t(z); y(; q(z))(t(z))) = mj0(t(z); (p(t(z); 0)) = mj0(t(z); t(0)) = 0:
Hence, (t(z) − h; y(; q(z))(t(z) − h)) ∈ S˜!. This is a contradiction to (3a). Then (t(z); t(0))∈W
and, therefore, (3b) is satis5ed.
It follows that li0(t(z); (t(z); 0)) = 0 for some i0 ∈{1; : : : ; p}. Applying (>) of De5nition 5, we
get
Dli0(t; y(; p(z))(t))|t=t(z) ¿ 0;
hence, for some ¿ 0 and all 0¡h¡:
li0(t(z) + h; y(; q(z))(t(z) + h))¿li0(t(z); y(; q(z))(t(z))) = li0(t(z); (p(t(z); 0)) = 0:
Hence (t(z) + h; y(; q(z))(t(z) + h)) ∈ S˜! and (3c) is satis5ed.
Veri5cation of condition (4): If z=(; y)∈W∩B, then there is a i0 ∈{1; : : : ; p} such that li0(; y)=
0. Let  = q(z), then ( + #; (p(; #)))∈ !˜, for all #∈ [ − 1; 0). Hence, the derivative from the
right
Dli0(t; y(; p(z))(t))|t=+0 ¿ 0:
This implies the existence of some ¿ 0 such that for all 0¡h¡:
li0(+ h; y(; q(z))(+ h))¿li0(; y(; q(z))()) = li0(; (p(; 0))) = 0;
i.e., (+ h; y(; q(z))(+ h)) ∈ S˜! for 0¡h; . So, condition (4) of Lemma 1 holds and the Lemma
1 is valid in the described situation. From its conclusion, the conclusion of Lemma 3 follows.
Lemma 4 (Lyapunov method). Let p=0. Let !˜ be a nonempty polyfacial set; regular with respect
to Eq. (2) and let the function f∈C(˜;Rn) be locally Lipschitzian with respect to the second
argument. Let mapping q :B→ C; B= S˜! ∩ {(t∗; y); t∗ ∈R; t∗ = const; y∈Rn} be continuous and
such that if z = (t∗; y)∈B; then (t∗; q(z))∈ ˜; and:
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(1) If z ∈ !˜; then (p(t∗; #); q(z)(p(t∗; #)))∈ !˜ for #∈ [− 1; 0].
(2) If z ∈ @!˜. then (t∗; q(z)(t∗)) = z and (p(t∗; #); q(z)(p(t∗; #)))∈ !˜ for #∈ [− 1; 0).
Then for every z0 = (t∗; y0)∈B ∩ !˜ and every t ∈Dt∗ ; q(z0):
(t; y(t∗; q(z0))(t))∈ !˜: (25)
Proof. We prove the lemma using Lemma 2. Conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 2 are obviously
satis5ed. Let us verify condition (3).
Suppose, on the contrary, that for a z = (t∗; y)∈B with property (t; y(t∗; q(z))(t))∈ !˜ for all,
t; t∗¡t¡ t(z) and (t(z); y(t∗; q(z))(t(z))∈ @!˜, t(z)∈Dt∗ ; q(z0) there is a ∗¿ 0 such that t(z) +
∗ ∈Dt∗ ; q(z0) and (t; y(t∗; q(z))(t)) ∈ !˜ for all t, t(z)¡t¡ t(z) + ∗.
Let us put t ≡ yt(z)(t∗; q(z)). Then t ∈C, (t(z)); t)∈ ˜; (t(z); (t(z))) = (t(z); y(t∗; q(z))
(t(z)))∈ @!˜, and
(p(t(z); #); (p(t(z); #)))∈ !˜ for #∈ [− 1; 0):
Since (p(t(z); 0); (p(t(z); 0)))=(t(z); (t(z)))∈ @!˜, it follows mj0(t(z); (p(t(z); 0)))=0 for some
j0 ∈{1; : : : ; s}. Hence inequality (?) in De5nition 5 is satis5ed and, similarly as in the proof of Lemma
3, the inequality
Dmj0(t; y(t
∗; p(z))(t))|t=t(z) ¡ 0
leads to a contradiction. Thus, condition (3) of Lemma 2 holds.
Let us verify condition (4). If z = (t∗; y)∈B ∩ @!˜, then there is a j0 ∈{1; : : : ; s} such that
mj0(t
∗; y)=0. Let =q(z). Then (t∗+#; (p(t∗; #)))∈ !˜, for all #∈ [−1; 0). Hence, the derivative
from the right
Dmj0(t; y(t
∗; p(z))(t))|t=t∗+0 ¡ 0:
This inequality implies the validity of condition (4) of Lemma 2. From its conclusion (see formula
(23)) we have
(t; y(t∗; q(z0))(t))∈ S˜!
for every z0=(t∗; y0)∈B∩ !˜ and every t ∈Dt∗ ; q(z0). The stronger inequality (25) can be proved by the
method used above, since if (t0; y(t∗; q(z0))(t0))∈ @!˜ with t0 ∈Dt∗ ; q(z0), then mj0(t0; y(t∗; q(z0))(t0))=
0 for some j0 ∈{1; : : : ; s}. This fact again leads to a contradiction. The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose p¿ 0. Let us de5ne the auxiliary functions
li(t; y) ≡ li(t; yi) ≡ (yi − i(t))(yi − i(t)); i = 1; : : : ; p;
mj(t; y) ≡ mj(t; yp+j) ≡ (yp+j − p+j(t))(yp+j − p+j(t)); j = 1; : : : ; r
with p+ r = n. Then
!= {(t; y): t¿p∗; li(t; y)¡ 0; mj(t; y)¡ 0; i = 1; : : : ; p; j = 1; : : : ; r}:
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At 5rst we show that the set ! is a regular polyfacial set with respect to system (2). Condition
(6) of De5nition 5 holds obviously (we suppose that !˜ ≡ ! and ˜ ≡  is put here). Let us compute
Dli(t; y) = (yi − i(t))(fi(t; t)− ′i(t)) + (yi − i(t))(fi(t; t)− ′i(t));
where i = 1; : : : ; p and
Dmj(t; y) = (yp+j − p+j(t))(fp+j(t; t)− ′p+j(t))
+ (yp+j − p+j(t))(fp+j(t; t)− ′p+j(t));
where j = 1; : : : ; r. In view of (3) and (4) we get for (t; y)∈ @! and i = 1; : : : ; p
Dli(t; y)|yi=i(t) = (i(t)− i(t))(fi(t; t)− ′i(t))|yi=i(t) ¿ 0;
Dli(t; y)|yi=i(t) = (i(t)− i(t))(fi(t; t)− ′i(t))|yi=i(t) ¿ 0
and in view of (5) and (6) we get for (t; y)∈ @! and j = 1; : : : ; r
Dmj(t; y)|yp+j=p+j(t) = (p+j(t)− p+j(t))(fp+j(t; t)− ′p+j(t))|yp+j=p+j(t) ¡ 0;
Dmj(t; y)|yp+j=p+j(t) = (p+j(t)− p+j(t))(fp+j(t; t)− ′p+j(t))|yp+j=p+j(t) ¡ 0:
So, conditions (>) and (?) of De5nition 5 are valid and ! is a regular polyfacial set with respect
to system (2).
Let us show now that Lemma 1 (where !˜ ≡ ! and ˜ ≡  is put) holds. De5ne the set
Z ≡{t∗; y1; : : : ; yp; y0p+1; : : : ; y0n) : li(t∗; yi)6 0; i = 1; : : : ; p;
mj(t∗; y0p+j)¡ 0; y
0
p+j = const; j = 1; : : : ; r}
and a mapping of the set
W = {(t; y)∈ @!: mj(t; y)¡ 0; j = 1; : : : ; r}
(see formula (24)) into Z ∩W :
W  (t; y1; : : : ; yp; yp+1; : : : ; yn) → (t∗; y˜ 1; : : : ; y˜ p; y0p+1; : : : ; y0n)∈Z ∩W
with
y˜ i = i(t
∗) + (yi − i(t)) i(t
∗)− i(t∗)
i(t)− i(t) ; i = 1; : : : ; p:
This mapping is continuous (points of the set Z ∩ W are mapped into itself) and, consequently,
Z ∩W is a retract of W . The set Z ∩W is not a retract of Z because in the case p¿ 1 the boundary
of p-dimensional ball is not its retract (see e.g. [2]) and in the case p= 1, the set Z ∩W consists
of two disjoint nonempty subsets and, consequently, is not a retract of Z .
It is easy to de5ne the mapping q :B= SZ ∩ (Z ∪W )→ C, for z = (t∗; y1; : : : ; yn)∈B as
qi(z)(#) = i(p(t∗; #)) + h(#)
i(t∗)− yi
i(t∗)− i(t∗) (i(p(t
∗; #))− i(p(t∗; #))); (26)
where h is any function such that h∈C([ − 1; 0]; (0; 1]), h(t) = 1 ⇔ t = 0. This mapping is con-
tinuous and for all #∈ [ − 1; 0) the inequality (p(t∗; #))q(z)(#)(p(t∗; #)) holds. Moreover
(t∗; q(z)(0)) = z.
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All the assumptions of Lemma 3 are ful5lled. Then there exists a point z0 = (t∗; y0)∈Z ∩ !
such that the graph of the corresponding solution y(t∗; q(z0))(t) of system (2) belongs to the set
! for each t ∈Dt∗ ; q(z0). Since in ! existence and unicity of every initial problem is guaranteed, we
conclude Dt∗ ; q(z0) = [t
∗;∞), i.e. inequalities (7) hold on [t∗;∞). Taking into account the properties
of initial functions and quasiboundedness of f, we conclude that inequalities (7) hold even on the
larger interval [p∗;∞).
Let p=0. In this case the proof can be simpli5ed without using the topological principle. Putting
!˜ ≡ !, ˜ ≡  and de5ning the mapping q :B→ C with B= S˜!∩{(t∗; y); t∗ ∈R, t∗=const, y∈Rn}
by formula (26) we see that all assumptions of Lemma 4 are valid. From its conclusion (and from
the last steps of the previous part of the proof) we conclude that inequalities (7) hold. The theorem
is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2. Necessity: Let y(t)∈C([p∗;∞);Rn) be a positive solution of system (2)
on [t∗;∞). It can be shown easily that for every i = 1; : : : ; n there exist continuous function
i ∈C([p∗;∞);R) such that
yi(t) = ki e
'i
∫ t
p∗ i(s) ds; t ∈ [p∗;∞) (27)
i.e.;
y(t) = k e'
∫ t
p∗ (s) ds; = (1; 2; : : : ; n); t ∈ [p∗;∞)
with ki = yi(p∗)¿ 0. System (2) turns; by means of (27); into the following system of integro-
functional equations
i(t) =
'i
ki
e−'i
∫ t
p∗ i(s) dsfi(t; T (k; )t); t¿ t∗; i = 1; : : : ; n: (28)
The necessity of condition (8) is now in view of (27); (28); (i) and (ii) obvious since inequalities
(8) hold and
i(t) ≡ y
′
i(t)
'iyi(t)
=
fi(t; T (k; )t)
'iyi(t)
¿ 0; t¿ t∗; i = 1; : : : ; n:
Su@ciency: This part of the proof follows immediately from Theorem 1 for (t) ≡ 0 and (t) ≡
k exp('
∫ t
p∗ (s) ds). Indeed, in this case inequality (3) holds since, for i= 1; : : : ; p and i(t) = i(t)
(in view of (8) and condition (ii) of Theorem 2), we get for t¿ t∗:
′i(t)− fi(t; t) = ki'ii(t)e'i
∫ t
p∗ i(s) ds − fi(t; t)
= − kii(t)e−
∫ t
p∗ i(s) ds − fi(t; t)6 [in view of (8)]6fi(t; T (k; )t)− fi(t; t)
¡ [in view of (ii) since T (k; )t(#)¿t(#) for #∈ [− 1; 0) and Ti(k; )(0) = t(0)]
¡fi(t; t)− fi(t; t) = 0:
Inequality (4) holds too since, for i=1; : : : ; p; i(t)= i(t)= 0 in view of conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 2, we get for t¿ t∗
′i(t)− fi(t; t) =−fi(t; t)¿ 0:
Inequalities (5) and (6) can be veri5ed in a similar manner. Theorem 2 is proved.
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Proof of Theorem 3. We show that the proof is a consequence of Theorem 2 if n= 1 and
f(t; yt) ≡ a
∫ t
0
L(s)y(t − s) ds+ by2(t)
is put in its formulation. In our case t∗= ˜; p∗=0 and we can put = (0;∞)×C. Inequality (10)
follows from Inequality (8). The functional f(t; yt) (which is obviously quasibounded) is for a= 1
(and b¿ 0) strongly increasing with respect to the second argument on  and for a = −1 (and
b¡ 0) strongly decreasing with respect to the second argument on  in the sense of De5nition 3.
In the 5rst case we put '=1; in the second one '=−1. Except this; if a=1 and b∈R is arbitrary;
every solution y(t) which is positive for 06 t6A remains positive for every t ¿A on its maximal
interval of existence [0; B). Obviously; supposition y(t1) = 0 for a t1 ∈ (A; B) and y(t)¿ 0 on [0; t1)
leads to a contradiction; since
y˙(t1) =
∫ t1
0
L(s)y(t1 − s) ds¿ 0
and; consequently; for t ¡ t1 (if t is suKciently close to t1) we get y(t)¡ 0. This contradicts the
supposition of positively of y(t) on [0; t1).
Proof of Theorem 4. This proof uses Theorem 3. Inequality (10) will hold if there exists a positive
(t) satisfying the inequalities
(t)¿ l
∫ t
0
e−1s+
∫ t
t−s (u) du ds− bk e−
∫ t
0 (s) ds¿
∫ t
0
L(s)e
∫ t
t−s (u) du ds− bk e−
∫ t
0 (s) ds
on [˜;∞) with a positive constant k. Supposing (t) ≡ = const;  = 1 we get
¿
l
1−  (1− e
(−1)t)− bk e−t ; t ∈ [˜;∞): (29)
Suppose 1− ¿ 0. Then Inequality (29) holds if
¿
l
1−  − bk
or
f() ≡ − l
1− ¿− bk:
Since the right side of this inequality can be made suKciently small (due to the positive number k
which can be chosen suKciently small); it is enough to take = ∗ such that f(∗)¿ 0. Since the
equation
f′() ≡ 1− l
(1− )2 = 0
has the roots 1;2=1±
√
l; we can put ∗=1−√l. Then ∗¿ 0; 1−∗¿ 0 and f(∗)=1−2√l¿ 0.
The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 5. Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 2 if  = [t∗;∞)× C;
f(t; yt) = (f1(t; yt); : : : ; fn(t; yt))
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and
f(t; yt) ≡
n∑
j=1
[aij(t)yj(t) + bij(t)yj((t))]; i = 1; : : : ; n
is put in its formulation. Note that the system of integral inequalities (8) turns into the system of
inequalities (16). Conditions (13) and (15) ensure that the functional fi(t; yt) is strongly decreasing
on  for i = 1; : : : ; p and conditions (14) and (15) ensure that the functional fi(t; yt) is strongly
increasing on  for i=p+1; : : : ; n in the sense of De5nition 3. Condition (15) gives a guarantee that
in every row of matrix B there is at least one nonzero element for every t ∈ [t∗;∞). This property
is suKcient for the validity of De5nition 3. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 6. We will use Theorem 2 again. The functional
f(t; yt) =−
∫ t
(t)
K(t; s)y(s) ds
is strongly decreasing with respect to the second argument on  = [t∗;∞) × C in the sense of
De5nition 3. Integral inequality (8) with n= i = 1; ' =−1 takes the form
(t)¿ e
∫ t
p∗ (u) du
∫ t
(t)
K(t; s)e−
∫ t
p∗ (u) du ds; t ∈ [t∗;∞):
From this inequality; inequality (18) follows. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 7. In the case considered; inequality (18) takes the form
(t)¿ c(t)
∫ t
p∗
e
∫ t
s (u) du ds; t ∈ [t∗;∞): (30)
We will look for a constant solution of this inequality; i.e.; we put (t) ≡ = const. Then
¿ c(t)
∫ t
p∗
e(t−s) ds= c(t)et
(
e−s
−
)∣∣∣∣
t
p∗
= c(t)et
(
−1

)
(e−t − e−p∗) = c(t)

(e(t−p
∗) − 1); t ∈ [t∗;∞)
or
c(t)6
2
e(t−p∗) − 1 ; t ∈ [t
∗;∞):
It is now clear that the value =¿ 0 satis5es Inequality (30) and Inequality (20) is a consequence
of Theorem 6. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 8. In the case considered; p∗ = t∗ − l and Inequality (18) takes the form
(t)¿ c(t)
∫ t
t−l
e
∫ t
s (u) du ds; t ∈ [t∗;∞):
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Supposing (t) ≡ = const; we get
¿ c(t)
∫ t
t−l
e(t−s) ds= c(t)et
(
e−s
−
)∣∣∣∣
t
t−l
= c(t)et
(
−1

)
(e−t − e−(t−l)) = c(t)

(el − 1); t ∈ [t∗;∞)
or
c(t)6
2
el − 1 =
1
l2
(l)2
el − 1 ≡
1
l2
g(l); t ∈ [t∗;∞):
Let us look for the maximum of the function
g(x) =
x2
ex − 1
in (0;∞). Since g(0+) = g(+∞) = 0 and g(x)¿ 0 for x∈ (0;∞) this maximum exists. Since
g′(x) =
x
(ex − 1)2 [e
x(2− x)− 2];
the maximum is reached in the point x = 6 satisfying the equation
e6 =
2
2− 6
and g(6) = 6(2 − 6). So inequality (22) is a consequence of inequality (18). Easy numerical com-
putation shows that 6=˙1:5936; g(6)=˙0:6476. Theorem 8 is now a consequence of Theorem 6.
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